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A beacon of strength, Premium Upholstery is both aesthetically pleasing and delightfully 
durable. Designed to complement any space and bring comfort to anyone in any MTI 
chair, stool, and side chair. Developed with Beauty Gard® to protect against bacterial and 
fungal organisms in the demanding medical and healthcare environments.
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A premier in the world of upholstery fabrics and unmatched in comfort and high-
wear durability. Thoughtfully developed with high-strength fibers to create a leading 
earth-friendly material free from PVC, heavy metals, stabilizers, VOCs, POPs, and 
Formaldehyde. Soft and supple hand feel is designed to delight while defining the 
ultimate in luxury in a human and eco-friendly way.



Specifications1

Cleaning & Disinfection
MTI’s standard policy on disinfecting medical equipment is to use a solution with a 10% sodium hypochlorite (bleach) and 90% water (1:10 
ratio)3. For premixed disinfectant options, see MTI Suggested Disinfectants Policy downloadable at www.mti.net/DisinfectantsPolicy   
3See current CDC guidelines for Disinfection and Sterilization in Healthcare Facilities

1It is the customer’s responsibility to order products to meet local regulations
2Meets specification when TB133 option for upholstery is purchased
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Colors in this brochure are as closely represented as possible. However, due to the nature of monitors, printed material, and dye lots, the 
nature of the actual products may differ slightly from how they appear.  

For more information contact MTI. Call us at (800) 924-4655 (US & Canada) or (801) 875-4999 (International) or visit us at www.mti.net.
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